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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10101-10116
PROTECT OVER RIDING ODYKE INTERESTS. SHOULD SAMBORA BE
AVAIL. SELF OR MANA EMERGENCY CONTACT. IN SIMILAR
CIRCUMSTANCES HOS MAY WISH GET IN TOUCH WITH HIM.

3. FROM 6 DEC INCL 7 DEC SEND REPLY PARAS 1 AND 2 INFO
PACY ATTN CHIEF.

END OF MESSAGE
1. PLEASE ADVISE WHEN SAMBORA SENT LETTER TO AMBIDY-1
OFFICING SERVICES, AND GIST OF LETTER.

2. PER MEXI 6913 (IN 61964) PARA 1 EXPECT FINALIZED LEGEND
FOR INITIATION PBPRIME DOCUMENTATION, ADVISE WHEN POUCHED.

3. FOR RATTERY: IN DEVISING CONTACT ARRANGEMENTS,
BEAR IN MIND SAMBORA TO BE FULLY INTEGRATED MEMBER OF AMWORLD.
SAMBOA NOT PRIMARILY VIEWED AS KUBARK PENETRATION OF AMWORLD.
IN HELPING AMWORLD TO PLAN SECURITY SAFEGUARDS, COUNTER-
INTELLIGENCE AND VETTING PROCEDURES AND TO EXECUTE NECESSARY
COUNTERMEASURES, SAMBORA WILL BE DISCHARGING HIS RESPONSIBILITIES
VIS-A-VIS KUBARK WHICH VITALLY CONCERNED WITH SECURITY AMWORLD.
HENCE HIS KUBARK INSTRUCTIONS ARE TO CONCENTRATE ON HIGH
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE AND GAIN CONFIDENCE OF AMWORLD
PRINCIPALS. ONLY IF SAMBORA HAS REASON FOR BELIEVING THAT
CERTAIN IMPORTANT INFO PERTAINING TO AMWORLD SECURITY MAY BE

WILLFUL BY AMBIDY-1 AND THAT KUBARK WAS TO AAROW IN ORDER
COORDINATION OFFICERS
SECRET
REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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